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Cooler with
a high of about 28.

Video tunes

On the road

New video in Taylor Hall
jukebox could be .first of many.

Lady Panthers look to snap
losing streak.
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dgar focuses on jobs, health care
PRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov. Jim Edgar mixed
'tation of past accomplishments with proto ban assault weapons, create jobs and
antee health care for more people in a
e-ranging State of the State address
esday.
The Republican governor from Charleston
announced he would spend $2 million to
y the feasibility of a third airport in suburChicago.
'Unlike last year's speech, Edgar steered
y from higher education issues, and instead
ed his attention to preparing students who
not looking to higher education.
"In the last three years we have set a new
tion for Illinois," Edgar told the Illinois
· lature.
~ow,

we must continue that new direction,"
said. "We must continue to change state govent so we can· continue to respond to chalthat can change as swiftly and dramatiy as the shorelines of our mighty rivers."
Edgar said he would push legislation to ban
ult weapons to "stop the killing."
"I am today proposing that we ban once and
all those kinds of weapons, just like we
ed submachine guns years and years ago,"
said, drawing applause from Democrats
Republicans.
· office said possession, transfer or manue of semiautomatic assault rifles, handand shotguns would be banned. Weapons

used by hunters and sportsmen would not be
affected, he said.
The move has already drawn fire from gun
control opponents.
Senate President James "Pate" Philip said
such a ban would not do much, but he'll support
it.
"It's interesting to note in the last three years
in Chicago, they've only had one person killed
with an assault weapon - one," said Philip, RWood Dale. "There are more people killed by
Scotch tape than there were by automatic
weapons."
Edgar said tough laws are not enough. The
root causes of crime 'must also be examined.
The state must also move forward on education reform, Edgar said. He announced that he
would propose legislation to create at least 12
"charter" schools that would experiment with
new teaching methods free from red tape other
schools face.
He said Illinois excels in preparing collegebound students but needs to better prepare students who are not pursuing higher education.
During his 43-minute speech, Edgar also said
Illinois citizens need better health care and that
he would push legislation to make that benefit
more readily available. But he didn't offer many
specifics.
He told the Legislature he wanted the aver-
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Key proposals
in Edgar's state address
Education
•Create "charter schools" that,wouJd,
experiment with new teachin;;i
"..
methods.
• Help schools offer progr ""'
to teach employment skills d
assist students in finding jQbs.
Jobs
• Spend $2 million to s
feasibility of a third maj
Chicago-area airport, thi
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for a site near Peotone.
Crime

Continued on Page 2

CHRIS SOPRYCH/Art
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Student Senate: Raising bar New security
phones cover
entry age not the answer
Some Student Government
embers called the contention
at a proposal by Champaign
cials to raise its bar entry age
:will result in University of Illinois
tudents coming to Charleston
to drink "far-fetched."
At Wednesday's Student Senate
meeting, Senate Speaker Bobby
Smith said Vice President for
Student Affairs Lou Hencken's
reference that Millikin University
.students already flock to Char's bars was an over exaggertion.
Hencken said Tuesday he fears
Eastern would get a rush of partying students from other college
t.owns if Champaign raises raise
its bar entry age from 19 to 21.
Charleston's bar entry age is 19.
U of I is only 45 minutes from
Charleston.
Smith said Millikin, a private
school in Decatur, a town of more
than 80,000, has only 2,000 students, which is different from
Charleston's demography of
10,000 students and 10,000 local
residents.
"Eastern has cracked down
heavily this semester," Smith said.
-i know I'm 22 and every time I go
t.o the bar and buy a beer, I get
checked (for a hand stamp). This
is not our problem what Champaign does."
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By BRIAN HUCHEL

astern has cracked down heavily
this semester. I know I'm 22 and every time
I go to the bar and buy a beer, I get checked
(for a hand stamp). This is not our problem
what Champaign does."
- Bobby Smith
Speaker of the Senate
Student Body President Luke
Neumann said he doesn't want to
see Charleston's bar entry age
raised to 21. However, Neumann
said if it came down to it, he
would propose that bars require
students to present both a driver's
license and an Eastern ID to frequent local establishments, which
Neumann believes would keep
underage students from other universities out of Charleston bars.
''Fighting is the main concern of
the university," said Neumann,
adding that two U of I fraternities
sent bus loads of students to fre. quent Charleston bars last year
and fights ensued as a result.
If given a choice, Neumann said
bars are safer than house parties,
which normally are not supervised.
"There is no one there policing
drugs," Neumann said of house
parties. "There is no one there to
break up fights. At bars there are

bouncers who are paid to do their
job and they are trained to do
their job."
In other matters, Bobbie Hilke,
centennial committee coordinator,
told senate about plans to celebrate Eastern's 100-year anniversary.

Hilke said the celebration will
kick off Sept. 7 through May 5,
1995. She said the celebration is
scheduled to open with a carnival
in the town square.
Festivities include a picnic by
the campus pond, a centennial
100 dinner, which will feature the
top 100 people who have contributed the most to the history of
Eastern, and will close with a formal dance for current students,
alumni, and Charleston residents.
Hiij{e said the committee is still
in need of funding for the events.
"We are not asking for funding
solely from the Student Senate,"
Hilke said.

Staff writer

As part of compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act, Eastern is installing several new
security phones designed to provide easy access
for handicapped students.
Four of the new phones have already been
installed at the university garages on Hayes
Avenue, in the north and south parking lots of
Greek Court, and by the Wesley Foundation near
University Apartments.
Two other phones have also been installed but
are not yet on line.
Electrical foreman Terry Tomer said the installation crews . are trying to leave the existing
phones on line while installing the new models.
Along with replacing eight existing security
phones on campus, the university will also install
phones in four new locations: the north entrance
of the Student Recreation Center, the southeast
entrance to Lantz Gymnasium, the west entrance
to the Physical Science building and on the east
side of the Tarble Arts Center.
The new phones are constructed on 9-foot steel
columns and weigh 350 pounds each. Encased in
the top portion of the column are three lights: one
blue identification light, one blue strobe light and
one area light.
The phone's blue strobe light automatically
begins flashing when the speaker button is
pushed. A call is simultaneously sent to the campus police signaling the location of the problem.
The phones were purchased from Code Blue
Security Communications in Holland, Mich., as
part of a dual project between the computer and
telecommunications department and the Office of
Student Affairs. Money from the department's
individual budgets was used to pay for the project.
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Fearing former stalker,
woman takes her life
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) - Fearful
of the man who she said had stalked and kidnapped her, Michelle Grist escaped the only
way she thought she could: she stood in front
of a train and committed suicide.
AB a result, her alleged attacker is now free.
Robert Kevin Kahles, 27, was freed from
jail Wednesday- two days after Grist's suicide
- and charges against hiJil were dismissed.
Prosecutors said they had a weak case without Grist's testimony.
"Because of the death of the victim, we were '
unable to proceed," ABsistant State Attorney
Brian Trehy said. "The judge put us in a position to go to trial or dismiss the charges."
Prosecutors have the option of reopening
the case later, Trehy said.
Kahles, who said he was innocent,
expressed regrets about Grist's death.
"It hurts me to see her dead because I do
love that woman," he said.
Grist, 41, and Kahles had a brief romance.

When it ended, police said, Kahles hounded
Grist, threatening her with telephone calls,
breaking into her home, and harassing her as
she rode her bicycle.
Kahles was arrested in November 1992 and
ordered to stay away from Grist. But less than
two weeks later, authorities said, he broke
into her home in the middle of the night,
gagged and handcuffed her, and took her to
field near her home. She escaped when a car
passed by. Kahles was arrested the followin
day and has been held without bail since then
Police said Grist was afraid Kahles would
beat the charges and be back on the streets
again or wouldn't serve long in jail. Sh
dreaded facing him in court, and committe
suicide hours after his trial was postponed
Monday.
Investigators found a suicide note that sai
'Tm doing this on purpose," but did not men·
tion Kahles, according to Broward Sheriff
spokesman Ott Cefkin.

Blood supplies remain low
WASHINGTON (AP) - More than 77,000
people have donated blood to the American Red
Cross in the last four days, but the nation still
is experiencing a critical blood shortage, the
agency said Wednesday.
"We are not out of the woods yet by any
means," Red Cross President Elizabeth Dole
said. ''We urgently need more blood."
Blood centers in eight more cities issued
emergency appeals for blood Wednesday.
The Red Cross and blood banks on Friday
declared the nation's blood shortage the worst
in Red Cross history. The agency's usual threeday supply of blood had dropped to one day's
worth, and several hospitals told the American
ABsociation of Blood Banks they were postponing elective surgeries.
Officials blamed snowstorms in the East, the
virulent Beijing flu that has sickened people in
at least 17 states, and the holiday season.

In response, 30,000 people donated blood
the Red Cross over the weekend, 23,000 o
Monday and another 24,567 on Tuesday, th
Red Cross said.
The Red Cross generally has 22,000 dona
tions a day, but that number had dropped
about 14,000 a day last week.
Despite renewed donations, the agency'
inventory still was just 39,734 units of blo
far below the normal level of67,000.
It will take at least 23,000 donations a da
for the rest of the week to return the supply
normal levels, said Red Cross spokeswom
Margaret McCarthy.
Blood centers in eight more cities, which
serve their surrounding areas, are appealing fi
emergency donations: Knoxville, Tenn.; Kans
City, Mo.; Portland, Ore.; Roanoke and Norfo
Va.; Savannah, Ga.; Toledo, Ohio; and Sa
Juan, Puerto Rico.
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and women who fought the
age Illinois worker to have the summer flood.
Democrats were quick to
peace of mind that he or she
criticize
Edgar, saying his
always will have adequate and
speech
produced
nothing but
affordable coverage.
rewarmed
ideas.
Attorney
Edgar said the legislation
General
Roland
Burns,
a canwould allow small employers
didate
for
governor,
said
the
to pool with other employers to
speech
was
a
re-election
pitch.
get better deals when buying
"The speech was vintage
health care.
Jim
Edgar - always reacting,
Edgar's spe.e ch drew .
always
a follower, never a
applause 25 times, mostly
leader,
no
vision, no leaderfrom the Republican portion of
ship,"
said
gubernatorial canthe chamber. Democrats
didate
Richard
Phelan, presiclapped twice: for Edgar's prodent
of
the
Cook
County
posed ban on assault weapons
Board.
and when he introduced men
His running mate, Sen.
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S'earcb No Moret

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
Q

1,2, &.. 3 Bedroom
Dishwashers
Furnished Units
Balconies
Free Trash &.. Parking
Laundry
Central AC
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

Penny Severns, criticize
Edgar for not addressing th
state's Medicaid shortfall
problems in the state chi!
welfare agency.
On Tuesday, Edgar's ins
tor general for the Departme
of Children and Famil
Services released a report sa
ing the system is littered wi
problems and "doesn't work
The state's comptroller, Da
Clark Netsch, who is
for governor, said Edgar'
speech was limp and sai
Edgar was little more than
caretaker.

When your
money's
running out,
and the rent
is corajng due ...
Sell yo~r stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

THEY
WILL

WORK
FOR
YOU!!
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trak cutbacks
ausing problems
Recent cutbacks at the
attoon Amtrak station
hat forced passengers to
awl through a window to
atch their trains are long
m being solved, but state
fficials have been asked to
ok into the problem.
Ever since the ticket winows were closed at the
attoon Amtrak train sta·on at 1718 Broadway Ave.,
he depot has experienced
umerous problems with
roviding passenger service.
Local, state and Amtrak
fficials have scheduled a
ncheon on Jan. 19 to disuss the effects of the cutacks and how they might
remedied.
Amtrak eliminated three
·cket-agent positions at the
attoon depot last October
cause of a nationwide cutack of federal railway subidies. As full-time employes, the agents were the
- only station workers who
ould operate the station's
heelchair lift.
The station's elevator has
en shut off since the fullime staff was laid off beause Amtrak didn't want
children playing in it,
Mayor Wanda Ferguson
said. The station sits empty
o and locked, except when trr ains are expected to arrive.
Former ticket agent Dick
ahaus said that cutting
these services will be a big
roblem and unfair to the
assengers who have to
b three flights of stairs.
andicapped and elderly
ple have experienced the

most difficulty because of
the eliminated services.
Passengers who require
wheelchair services have to
be assisted while using the
stairs.
On Dec. 20, Amtrak passengers, including a pregnant woman with an infant,
had to crawl through a window because the building's
downstairs door was locked.
Ferguson said that the
caretaker responsible for
opening the station unlocked the front doors but
failed to unlock the door
leading to the platform.
The Mattoon Police Department will assist passengers in the future if any
more problems occur, she
said. The police received a
duplicate key to the depot
for future assistance, Ferguson said.
"Our Police Department
will not become the caretaker; they will only assist passengers if needed," Ferguson said. "It will not be
on a regular basis."
Local officials are not the
only ones investigating the
dilemma at Mattoon's Amtrak station. National legislatures took steps to resolve
some of the problems created by the nationwide Amtrak cutback.
In late October, 25 U.S.
Congressmen, including
U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard, DMarion, sent a letter to the
President of the National
Railroad Passenger Corporation, W. Grahm Clayton, voicing their concern
about the reduction in service by the carrier.

Chairmensplit on
change of
procedure
By STEPHANIE
CARROLL
Staff writer

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer

Music box
Senior Marco Mariles selects Mariah Carey's "Dream Lover"
on Taylor. Hall's new video jukebox located in the Taylor
Hall's cafeteria.

Clarification
An article on Page 3 of Wednesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News reported that few women's organizations
would participate in an informational forum about greek
rush today.
Representatives of all Eastern sororities will attend the
forum, but not all organizations will be seeking new members because many already met their quotas last fall.

ideo jukeboxes a campus dining hit
Students eating in the Taylor Hall
ining service have been watching
usic videos on new video jukeboxes,
if the response remains as positive
it has been, students dining in other
service facilities may be able to do
same next fall.
Kevin Cannon, director of housing
d acting director of dining services,
'd the two video jukeboxes set up in
e Taylor dining hall have gone over
11 with students so far, increasing the
sibility of placing additional sets in
an, Stevenson and Thomas halls.
The video jukeboxes, which run in the
e manner of a regular jukebox but
lay a music video on a color monitor,
ve been operating since early
mber and were set up to enhance
dining hall environments.

•

"My main goal (in setting up the jukeboxes) was to create a different atmosphere in the cafeteria, so it isn't like a
"high school cafeteria," Cannon said.
Cannon said he decided to set up only
one jukebox because he wanted to see
how efficiently the machines operated.
He chose to set up the first jukebox in
Taylor Hall because it is the busiest of
all dining halls.
Kris Potrafka, president of RHA and
a residence assistant at Taylor Hall,
said the jukeboxes are operating on a
trial basis, and the o:rily problem he
could foresee might be crowding in the
dining services if students wanted to
stay to watch the videos.
Cannon admitted he was leery of
crowding in the cafeteria, but so far he
has not seen the videos create any problems.
Some students have requested additional monitors in the Taylor dining

hall, Cannon said. He does not plan to
add additional monitors to Taylor Hall
because he does not want to intrude on
the students who do not want to watch
the videos. The monitors are set up in
the southeast and southwest ends of the
cafeteria.
"The way it is set up, those who want
to watch the videos are able to and
those who don't want to don't have to,"
said Cannon.
The jukeboxes don't cost the food service additional money to operate,
Cannon said. The commercials, which
run before each music video, pay for
operation costs, allowing the Laser
Video Network, the company that supplies the jukeboxes, to provide them free
of charge.
"The only cost we have is shipping,"
said Cannon. "Other schools are using it
as a money-maker, but we don't want
that."

al liquor code revision forum tonight

A second and final forum to discuss proposed changes to
e Charleston liquor code will be 7 p.m. tonight in the
ola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
'versity Union.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill said he scheduled the
m to help gauge public opinion about the liquor code
rations before the City Council considers them, possibly
soon as Jan. 18.
ong the changes to the code proposed by the alcohol
force:
• An increase in liquor license fees. Class A licenses to sell
aged liquor would increase $400. Class B, or club licensand Class .C, or bar licenses, would increase $250. Class
or restaurant licenses, will be reduced to $1,100 from
500. Sunday-only liquor licenses would cost an additional

• A requirement that bars have at least one person on
duty at all times who has passed a state-approved alcohol
serving training program.
The task force also approved without comment a proposal
to eliminate separate entrances and for liquor sales sections
at local drug stores. It voted down a proposal to allow bars to
remain open until 1:30 a.m.
About 50 ,people attended the first forum Monday. The
majority of people in attendance were opposed to eliminating
separate entrances at drug stores. Most were in favor of the
required bartender training and the license-fee increases.
The first forum on Monday was intended for local residents, and the meeting today is intended for students,
Cougill said.

- Staff report

Some Eastern department chairmen are split
on which procedures for
appointment of chairmen
should be kept and what
should be changed.
Douglas Bock, speech
communication department chairman, said he
would like to see retained
the faculty advisory vote,
which The Council of Chairs recently recommended for elimination.
"I favor the advisory
vote system," Bock said.
"(With a faculty vote) it
becomes a popularity contest. The method of the
popularity contest eventually works to the disadvantage of the department
chairman."
The advisory vote allows faculty to submit a
recommendation for the
position, but the dean is
not obligated to consider
that vote when choosing a
candidate for the position.
Bock also said he favors
the advisory vote rather
than the council's proposal
of written feedback because of how much department chairmen are
currently evaluated.
''All chairs are evaluated each year," Bock said.
"We're evaluated more
than any other group on
campus."
However, David Buchanan, chemistry department chairman, said he
has always supported a
faculty vote but is torn
between the current policy
and the senate's recommendations.
"Though I support faculty votes, studies at other
universities have shown
that when faculty votes
for department chair are
taken, women and minorities are often cut," Buchanan said. "So, I'm torn
between both ideas."
At its meeting Tuesday,
the senat,e passed a
motion recommending a
faculty
vote
for
department chairmen be
required and that candidates for the position
receive at least 50 percent
of the faculty votes in that
department.
Terry Weidner, associate vice president for academic affairs, said the
Faculty Senate will continue looking at other voting suggestions for appointing department chairmen.
Weidner said the 50
percent faculty vote requirement was added to a
list of five or six other
minor suggestions being
compiled by the senate.
The senate's recommendation was spurred by the
Council of Chairs' recent
proposal to change Eastern's internal governance
policy.
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IBHE should
leave sick
leave alone
The Illinois Board of Higher Education's call
for a reduction in sick leave payouts at the
state's 12 public universities has left many faculty union officials understandably angry.
The IBHE passed a resolution Tuesday asking
governing boards to evaluate their sick leave
payout policies and
report any changes or
alternative benefits. The
- - - - - - - - · results of these evaluations will be submitted to the IBHE in
September.
A 1983 law guarantees that state employees
be paid for one-half the number of unused sick
days accumulated during their employment.
Under the Board of Governors' sick leave policy, faculty members are guaranteed one-and-ahalf sick days per month. A maximum of 300
sick days can be accumulated.
Ray Brune, the chief backer of reducing sick
leave benefits, has said the move was spurred
by the $11 million payed out in benefits last
year. He said this amount could have been better spent in other areas, such as faculty pay raises.
The $11 million paid out last year is equal to
about 1 percent of the amount appropriated for
faculty raises.
Mitch Vogel, president of the University
Professionals of Illinois, Eastern's faculty union,
said Friday that the IBHE cannot reduce the sick
leave payouts because of the state law,
although he admits the IBHE could possibly
manuever around the law by reducing the
amount of money appropriated for faculty raises.
Vogel said the current sick leave policy is one
of the few benefits state higher education
employees still have, and that the union will
fight to to ensure they do not lose it.
It has been obvious for some time that
Illinois' financial picture for higher education is
bleak and unlikely to get better anytime soon.
The IBHE has been attempting for some time to
curb spending at state universities, but this cannot justify cutting employee benefits that are
guaranteed by state law.
State employees have the right to certain
benefits, and the IBHE has no right to deny
them those benefits.

• I
Editor1a

Windshield wiper law doesn't hold water·
Have you ever seen the
rain coming down on a sunny
day?
Obviously, the State of
Illinois has not.
On Jan. 1, 1994, it became
illegal for motorists in Illinois
to use their windshield
wipers without first turning
on their headlights. Starting
next month, violators will be
slapped with a $ 75 ticket

sentative would be appointed to step into your shower
Who among us before you do and adjust
your water to comply with a
78 degree maximum temperupon a wreck
ature. If your temperature
slowed the exceeds 78, you are ticketed
$ 75 and forced to take a
bath.
peekofhwnan
Is there anyone truly intertragedy?"
ested in showering with Mike
JA
Weaver?
Winders
That's why this needs to be
and the embarrassment of
----------------explaining to their friends
stopped.
When a governing body starts legislating safety
and family why they were nabbed.
The necessity, of the law is simple - the seatbelt
suggestions, situations get ugly.
Soon state troopers will arrest people for swimlaw worked too well.
ing less than 45 minutes after eating, running with
There should be no seat belt law - not to say
they shouldn't be worn, but there should be a say
sharp objects and picking their scabs.
in the matter.
And then, we will all be showering with Mike
Weaver.
If people want to smear their carcasses across a
I don't recommend attempting any _of the above.
windshield, more power to them. It provides a disBut if you want to do one or all four, it's your God
traction to an otherwise boring interstate drive.
given right (the latter with the consent of the distinWho among us hasn't come upon a wreck and
slowed the car to catch a peek of human tragedy,
guished representative from Ashmore).
only to have our hopes dashed by seeing the perNow that Big Jim II and Company have the ball
son emerge from their vehicle unha(med because.
rolling, here's what Illinois possibly has to look
they had worn a seat belt?
foreward to on Jan. 1, 1995:
In 1980, only 35 percent of Illinois drivers used a
• Manditory placement of the driver's hands at the
seatbelt. Today, the figure is over 85 percent.
10 and 2 o'clock positions on the steering wheel.
Simply stated, the law isn't bringing in enough
• All eating within a vehicle must be done with an
money anymore.
interior dome light turned on.
But financial woes be damned, the statehouse is
• Seats cannot be reclined beyond a 7 degree tilt in
to the rescue.
either direction.
Driving is already tough enough. More travel
• If you wish to smoke within your own vehicle,
time in Illinois is spent avoiding pot holes in the
permission must be optained - via CB or car phone
interstates and navigating continually unfinished
- from all motorist within a half mile radius.
construction sites. Motorist need not be troubled
All this and more, coming to a highway near you.
with remembering to turn on their lights during a
summer sprinkle.
- ].A. Winders is tannned, rested and a guest
This is a case of "shower justice" - if they
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
thought they could get away with it, a state repre-

Generation X is
soft, needs to find
itself a ba~kbone
Dear editor:
This is in response to Sherry
Sidwell's column, "Generation X
not up to real hardships." Bravo
and congradulations for hitting
the nail on the head.
It's wonderful that someone
has pointed out the soft-heartedness in so many of the people of
our generation. There are far too
many "chronic whiners." Students
cry "sexual harassment," blacks
cry "discrimination and lack of
acknowledgement" and drinkers
cry "nothing else to do."
There is an overwhelming aura
of wimpiness in generation.
People's expectations and desires
are set way too high to reach any
means of satisfaction. I wish people would stop whimpering
about what they don't have and
appreciate the wonderful things
they do.
Read the newspaper and see
first-hand the millions who are far
worse off than we are. Look at
history and find generations who
survived odds far greater than
ours. Take a good look at yourself
and ask, "Do I give thanks for the
things I have - the clothes on my
back, the friends and teachers I'm
surrounded by and the availability of food at any given moment.
Life wasn't even meant to be this
easy. We are lucky and spoiled to
have all of the things we do.
So stop the complaints and the
constant whining. I'm with you
all the way, Sherry. Here's to
those of us with a little backbone.

Chris Jurack.a

Library's overdue
book policy is not
unusual or unfair
Dear editor:
As an Eastern graduate stu-

hasn't come

and
mrtocatcha

Your turn
dent, I am responding to teaching assistant Lori Drummond's
complaint. She complained that
Booth Library "doesn't warn
graduate students and teaching
assistants from other institutions
that late books are fined heavily"
and that "this policy is quite different from other universities
around the state, for example the
University of Illinois where teaching assistants are not fined as
long as materials are returned"
and that "Eastern's policy ensure
that much money is collected
from unsuspecting teaching assistants from other universities."
The first book I checked out at
Booth Library as a graduate student 16 months ago, I was advised that late books are fined.
I did NOT presume that my
graduate status would give me
special privilege over other students in need of library materials.
Why should it? Had I not been
advised by Booth Library that late
books are fined, I would have
asked their policy on materials
returned late.
I think a policy that allows
teaching assistants to not be
fined "as long as the materials
are returned" is unfair and discriminatory to all other students.
Apparently the "unsuspecting
teaching assistant" has become
so accustomed to her prvlleged
status that she did not even think
to ask about Eastern' s policy.
She continues that "Eastern's
policy also helps discourage use
of library materials" and that
"once my fellow graduate students learned of the policy ...
they decided to forego the borrowing library materials from
Eastern." Good! Now she and her
fellow graduate students who are
so accustomed to their privileged
status, wlll not be returning
materials late to Booth Library.

As a graduate student, I
expect to pay fines for any materials returned late any university
library. The reason is quite simple: consideration for all students
in need of library materials.
Now that I know that materials
that I desperately need from the
University of Illinois library may
already by checked out to privileged teaching assistants, I consider that user-unfriendly and
inconsiderate.
Patty Wennmache
Graduate Stude
Ed. Psych. and Guidance

Uolumn PolicJ
The Daily Eastern News
encourages readers to submit
guest columns concerning any
topic or issue that may be relevant to our readership.
Columns should be restricted
to no more than two typewritten
double-spaced pages and must
include the author's name and
telephone number.
If necessary, columns may be
edited according to length and
space.

Letter Policy
The Daily Eastern News
encourages letters to the editor
concerning any local, state,
national or International issue.
Letters should be less than
350 words. For the letter to be
printed, the name of the author,
in addition to the author's
address and telephone number,
must be Included. If necessary,
letters will be edited according
to length and space at the discretion of the editorial page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the
first three authors will be printed.
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esident's day filled with ups and downs
linton, Ukraine reach
.
Special counsel to be named
uclear agreement
to Whitewater investigation

UKRAINE
(AP)
esident Clinton nailed
wn an agreement Wetly with Ukraine to elimithe third-largest nuclear
enal in the world by the
d of the century. Closing
deal, he offered increased
nomic assistance and secuguarantees.
After a short airport meetwith Ukraine's President
·d M. Kravchuk, Clinton
d the accord would be
ed in Moscow by them
d Russian President Boris
ltsin on Friday.
He then headed for the
ussian capital for a summit
meeting clouded by rising discontent over Yeltsin's reform
programs and uncertainty
about how much more money
the United States could provide.
Clinton arrived at the
Moscow airport a little before
1 a.m. local time. He was
greeted in light snow by a delegation including Prime
Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin and was handed a
bouquet of ·flowers ·by a
woman in the group. He made
no statement before leaving
for his hotel.
Clinton said earlier his
•urgent task" in Moscow
would be to press for reform
and against growing national-

ism.
Wednesday in the Czech
capital of Prague, Clinton won
reluctant approval from the
leaders of Poland, Hungary,
the Czech Republic and
Slovakia for his Partnership
for Peace program. They had
wanted full membership in
NATO but accepted the offer
of a cooperative arrangement
as a first step.
At a joint news conference
with Kravchuk, who wanted
the Kiev stopover as a prestige boost, Clinton said
Ukraine could count on assurances from Washington and
Moscow that it would not be
attacked
with nuclear
weapons.
Moreover, Clinton said, "We
are prepared to increase our
support substantially."
A senior U.S. official said
on the flight to Kiev from
Prague that U.S. aid of $155
million a year could be doubled or increased even beyond
that.
Additionally, Ukraine is to
receive $177 million from a
fund set up by Congress to
cover costs of dismantling
1,800 nuclear warheads and
up to $1 billion once the uranium in the warheads is
reprocessed and sold for use
in nuclear reactors.
In the past, the Ukrainian

WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton reluctantly gave in Wednesday to
relentless political pressure
for a special counsel to
investigate his 1980s real
estate investment with a
controversial Arkansas businessman.
Attorney General Janet
Reno quickly said she would
comply with the request and
name an independent investigator "as soon as possible."
While vehemently denying
that the Clintons had done
anything wrong - or that the
apPQintment .was even-nee~
essary - the White House
said the political controversy
over the
Whitewater
,Development Corp. invest~
ment had left Clinton little
choice but to drop his opposition to a special counsel.
''The Clintons have been
subjected to a barrage of
innuendo, political posturing
and irresponsible. accusaparliament has blocked moves
to carry out Ukraine's pledge
in 1991 to get rid of its longrange puclear weapons and to
join the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty.
Some members of parliament are still skeptical of the

tions," said White House
adviser George Stephanopoulos. He said that even
many of the Republicans
demanding an investigation
were predicting the Clintons
would be exonerated.
"Nevertheless, the president believes that it is
important to take whatever
steps he can to assure complete confidence in the federal law enforcement system ...
even if the factual justification for special measures is
entirely lacking,» Stephanopoulos said.
·
"He believe.a the, int-egrity.
of high officials must be
without question. Above all~
he believes it is critical that
his administration not be
distracted in any way from
the vital issues facing the
American people," Stephanopoulos •said ofClinton.
Democrats qujckly hailed ,
Clinton's decision.
SE;)n. Robert C. Byrd, Daccord, but Clinton has said
he was confident Kravchuk
could get it implemented by
executive order.
Kravchuk hailed the agreement.
"I am sure that this day
and the forthcoming days

W.Va., said that "in taking
this action, the ad.ministration has taken the first step
toward putting this matter
behind them."
Sajd ·House Speaker
Thomas Foley, D-Wash: "It iS
my clear hope that the president's decision will cut off
any further suggestion that
the president or the first
lady have been anything but
forthcoming on this matter."
But the White House
move did not mollify
Republicans, who after
weeks of demanding that
Attorll.eY General Janet
Reno name a special counsel
reacted to the White House
decision by questioning
whether her pick would be
impartial.
Reno said she knew her
pick would be subject to such
second-guessing but said
forcefully: "The person I
choose r want to be ruggedly
mdependent."
open the way for the world for
disarmament and for the
elimination of nuclear
weapons," he said.
In a gesture of friendship,
Clinton said he had invited
Kravchuk to visit the United
States in March.

Cosby concerts
net $24,000
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

Browsing
tem students JUl Bosch and Tara Smith check out a video Wednesday afternoon in C

& M video store on Lincoln Avenue in Charleston.

Profit figures from the two
Bill Cosby concerts held at
Eastern Nov. 6 in conjunction
with ·Parents Weekend have
finally been released - almost
two months later.
Parents Weekend entertainment netted more than
$24,000 for the Office of Student Activities, said David
Milberg, director of the student activities.
Last October, Milberg said
he expected the total net profit
for the concert to be approximately $20,000.
The additional production
costs for Cosby's performances
was $29,350 - $650 below the
expected cost.
The Flash Group, the agency the Office of Student
Activities contracted to provide
the necessary production
equipment, charged a fee of
$10,000.
"The bulk of the costs went
towards our agent's fee,"

Milberg said. "The projectors
and wide television screens
were the next highest cost."
Milberg said the two large ·
television screens and the two
projectors used in Cosby's
shows cost $6,200. Security
crew salaries totalled $250 and
sound and lighting for the concert cost $2,100.
The additional costs, combined with Cosby's $100,000
appearance fee and $5,000
expenses fee, gave the concert
a total cost of$134,350.
Milberg said the net profits
from the concert will be placed
in a reserve bank account.
"The money will be placed in
our reserve concert account
where we place all concert
funds," Milberg said. "The
profits from the Cosby concert
should in some way, shape or
form be used to off-set the
costs of this year's spring concert," he said.
Both of Cosby's performances were sellouts with
8,600 total tickets sold totaling
$154,800.

Report shows Navy used radiation on patients
WASHINGTON (AP) - In the earliest documented case of U.S. military
involvement in human radiation experiments, Navy records show that
researchers in 1945 injected two hospital patients with a radioactive compound to study how quickly the poiaonous compound would be excreted
their bodies.
It had been known prior to recent
ergy Department disclosures of its
old War-era radiation testing on
that the Defense Department

did some of its own. The 1945 test is
the earliest by the military and the
first by the Navy to come to light.
The experiment, as described in an
April 29, 1946, written report by the
researchers, was intended mainly to
verify a novel technique for measuring
the rate at which the human blood and
organs would rid themselves of antimony, a highly poisonous chemical element then used to attack killer parasites.
The researchers wrote that theirs

was the first test of its kind on
humans.
Unlike experiments that have come
to light from the Energy Department
and elsewhere, the Navy experiment
did not appear to be part of the government's effort to learn how radiation
affected humans. Rather it was used in
this case mainly as a tool to help
understand the use of antimony as a
treatment for parasites.
Still, it is not clear whether the two
test subjects, described by the re-

searchers as volunteers, were told they
were being injected with radioactive
substances.
The names were not given but one
subject, designated B-1, was described
as 20 years old, not bedridden but
apparently suffering from elephantiasis of the testicles, a chronic condition
caused by the presence of a parasite in
the lymphatic system. He apparently
was a member of the military, but no
other identifying information was provided in the report.
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Government opens .trial
against Branch .Davidians
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - The
government opened its trial
Wednesday against 11
Branch Davidians by telling
jurors that David Koresh
expected disciples "to kill for
God."
The defense blamed a faltering agency that "declared
war on its'citizens."
The -trial of the 11 cult
members charged with murdering four federal agents in
a gun battle last February
opened with details of bullets
blazing amid horrified women
and children.
Prosecutors also maintained that Koresh's followers ·
killed their wounded after the
raid by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms.
"People who were too
wounded to fight were execut-
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ed, put out of their misery,"
Assistant U.S. Attorney Ray
Jahn told jurors.
Four ATF agents were
killed and 16 wounded in the
Feb. 28 shootout at the cult's
compound near Waco when
more than 100 officers tried
to search for guns and arrest
Koresh on weapons charges.
Six Branch Davidians are
believed to have died in the
assault.
After a 51-day standoff,
federal agents pumped tear
gas into the complex, and

Koresh and some 80 followers
died as the place went up in
flames. Investigators said cult
members set the fire in a
mass suicide.
If convicted, the defendants, some of whom survived
the fire by jumping out of
windows, could get life in
prison without parole.
Members of the Texas
Rangers were the first witnesses called and they described several weapons
pulled from the ashes. They
also described how they barricaded the site after the standoff to assure there could be no
cover-up.
Jahn said he would show
that Koresh taught his followers to do battle in the name of
God and stockpiled weapons
to carry out his prophecy.
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BASH WEEK
At Christian Campus Fellowship
2231 S. 4th St.
Just Behind Lawson

345·6990 For more info or rides

Thursday, January 13th
Crazy Bowling

·

-

Friday, January 14th
Game Night & Snacks .

Bobbitt describes horror to jury
MANASSAS, Va. (AP) - Her voice sometimes breaking, Lorena Bobbitt told a jury
Wednesday how her "dream marriage" quickly
turned v.iolent as her husband repeatedly
punched, slapped and kicked her and forced
her to have sex.
Mrs. Bobbitt, on trial for cutting off her
husband's penis, said Bobbitt grabbed her one
evening after they went to bed and forced her
to have anal intercourse. Every time they had
sex after that, she said, he would threaten to
do it again.
"He would say he would like to have that
kind of sex. I would hopefully try not to let it
happen again," said Mrs. Bobbitt, who looked
at the floor, twisted in her chair and spoke in

19!.llt'B.1
STUDENT MARKETING
MANAGER

Outgoing, goal-ilriented student needed for
marketing position. Learn management skills
and marketing strategies while implementing on
campus prornctions.

• Excellent pay
•Flexible hours
• All work on campus

a halting voice as she described the alleged
abuse.
Mrs. Bobbitt, 24, is charged with malicious
wounding in the June 23 attack. If convicted,
the Ecuadoran-born manicurist could get up
to 20 years in prison and be deported.
The defense claims that Mrs. Bobbitt was a
battered wife driven to temporary insanity
when she mutilated her husband. She claims
she was sexually assaulted the night of the
mutilation.
Bobbitt, 26, was acquitted last year of that
charge in a case that was handled by the
same prosecutor, Commonwealth's Attorney
Paul B. Ebert. Bobbitt has denied ever abusing his wife. The couple is seeking a divorce.

THIR.STY'S

Thursday
20°z Power Drafts -75¢
-75¢
12°z Longnecks
- $125 .
22°z Longnecks
Blue Tail Fly - Amaretto Sour - 50ct

• For Spring 1994

For more information, please call
American Passage Media Corp.
1-800-487-2434. ext. 4156
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ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE

EIU

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

·Students, Faculty, Administration and Staff
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

33%off
Complete Glasses

Includes Single
Vision, Bifocal,
Trifocal &
Specialty Lens

Buy a pair of

and receive a

LAS VEGAS

FREE

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK

EYECARE
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MUSTANG ISLAND
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HILTON HEAD ISLAND
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CLEAR PAIR
Standard Daily Wear

_ -~EXPRESS
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PANAMA CITY BEACH
STEAMBOAT
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DAYTONA BEACH

Colored or Clear
CONTACTS

We're Your OAKLEY Connection

•,'

COMPLETE FIVE & SEVEN NIGHT TRIPS

ORLANDO/DISNEY WORLD

BRECKENRIDGE/KEYSTONE
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Wholesale
prices up
slightly
WASHINGTON (AP) Wholesale prices edged
up a slight 0.2 percent in
1993, the third straight
year of modest inflationary pressures, as declining gasoline prices offset
a spurt in food costs in
December.
The Labor Department said Wednesday
the small increase in its
Producer Price Index,
which measures inflationary pressures before
they reach the retail
level, was the best showing since a decline of 0.1
percent in 1991. Wholesale inflation had been
up 1.6 percent in 1992.
Excluding the volatile
energy and food sectors,
wholesale prices rose
just 0.4 percent last
year, the best showing
for the so-called core
inflation rate since the
government began tracking this figure two
decades ago.
"The Federal Reserve
has achieved its goal of
zero inflation, at least at
the wholesale level," said
Bruce Steinberg, an economist at Merrill Lynch
in New York.
The news on ret'ail
prices has been equally
encouraging. The government will release its
December Consumer Price Index on Thursday.
Analysts expected it
would show prices up by
around 2. 7 percent in
1993.

Hubble reveals
space mystery
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) The repaired Hubble Space
Telescope has vision keen
enough to finally prove the
existence of black holes by
measuring the velocity of
stars being sucked into the
center of galaxies, experts say.
Astronomers at a national
meeting of the American
Astronomical Society said the
December space shuttle mission to correct the blurred
vision of the $1.6 billion
Hubble has been successful
and the orbiting telescope will
soon be able to conduct an
unprecedented search for
black holes.
"The search for black holes
is a top priority for the Hubble
space telescope and our efforts
have been frustrated by the
(blurred image)," said Gary
Bower of the Space Telescope
Institute.
Asked if the repair effort
corrected Hubble's view sufficiently to now prove the existence of black holes, Bower
said, "Yes, it will."
The Hubble has been undergoing a checkout since its
repair in December, and the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration is to formally announce on Thursday
whether the fix-it job was successful.
Astronomers who have gotten reports on the work, however, indicated Wednesday at
a national meeting of the
American Astronomical Society that the Hubble now has
20-20 eyesight.
''The checkout has gone far
better than anyone had
hoped," said an astronomer
connected with the astronomy

program. He asked not to be
identified, but said that
"everything has been done
right on time in the tests."
At a news conference Wednesday, Bower said that the
Hubble will be able to provide
final proof about the existence
of black holes by measuring
how fast stars are being
pulled into the center of galaxies by immense gravitational
force.
A black hole is thought to
be an ancient star, at least
three times the size of the
sun, that has collapsed into a
single point only a few miles
across. Matter is so dense that
it creates a powerful gravitational force that draws everything nearby, including stars,
into its center. Gravity
becomes so intense in a black
hole that nothing escapes,
including light. Hence, the
object is dark and cannot be
viewed directly.
Instead, astronomers measure the movement of objects
and gas nearby and determine
from their velocity the power
of the gravitational point.
Bower said that based on
measurements made by the
Hubble before its repair and
by ground-based telescopes,
astronomers have found about
20 galaxies that may have
black holes at their center.
But no final proof has been
found.
"We seem to be getting closer and closer," said Bower.
The problem, he said, is
that instruments, including
the defective Hubble, have not
been able to measure velocities of stars as they approach
the cusp of a black hole.

Ladies Night
Hot Buffet & Salad Bar $5.25 11-2pm
All You Can Eat, Large Selection
Dinner: Italian Beef $3.95 w/mozz $4.20
Sunday Brunch $6.95 10-2pm
All You Can Eat, Large Selection
NEVER A COVER
19 to enter, 21 to drink

Thursday Special
2 Large one
Topping Pizzas
ONLY

$I Q98
r-$foo-O-;f- -,
348-5454 I
Free
I
Delivery

Any XXLGG
I
2 O" Pizza
I
L- - - - - - --'

THURSDAY
DRAFTNITE
Bottles
All Drinks
$1.illl
$1 .. ~
NO COVER
FRIDAY
THE JAGERETIES
$1ll Jagermeister Shots

Guys, these girls are hot so get up here!

$119

•

•

Glasses
& Soft
Contacts

Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink
and Chips

$3.29
636 W. Lincoln

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.
1408 SIXTH STREET 217 /345-6533

Now Leasing for '94-'95
• Oldetown Apts.
• Polk Ave. Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts

Includes Exam

• Heritage Apts.
• 4th & Buchanan

345-0LDE
•

r,;;~·s,
I 3Alternative I
I Bands Tonight I
I
I "CATHERINE'S
HORSE"
BOYS" I
I "STABLE
& "TREES"
I
1
$1.50
s1.15
I
Featuring Howard (Lead
guitarist from "Secret Society")

Strawberry Daquiri
20 oz Bud-Miller

SJ

Soft
Contacts
Includes Exam

PIZZA& PUB
INTRODUCES
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
FEATURING
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

•SALAD BAR
•GARLIC BREAD

$3.99 plus tax
Every Tues. and Thurs. 5-9 p.m. _.....,__.
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT
For $2.00

/3

IFF

Complete
Glasses

Call 341-1111
From Mattoon: 235-0300
2 Blocks East Of Old Main

904 E. Lincoln Charleston
Dr. Steven H. Lane O.D.

345-2844

$2 Admission
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SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
.Place a BIRTHDAY AD with aPICTURI AND MESSAGE
The Dally EAstem News

<;..

Save on Auto and Renters
Insurance. Call BILL HALL 3457023 Or Stop By 1010 EAST
LINCOLN.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads proc esse d AFTER 2
p.m. w ill be pu blished in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2,000+/month
working in Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Summer and
Fulf-time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-2.06634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
DELIVERY DRIVERS: Earn up
to $8 .00 per hour-deliver my
great subs. Apply in person
before 11a.m . or after 2p.m.
1417 Fourth St. Jimmy John's
Sub Shop.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

Telephone Surveyors needed.
Part-time hours M-TH 2-8pm,
Sat 9-3, Work hours of your
choice/min 15hrs per week,
max 30 hrs $4.75/hr. Bonus
available Apply in person at
211518th St. Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/19
HELP WANTED: Delivery
Drivers, Apply IN PERSON at
Joey's, in University Village
before 11 :OOam and after
2:00pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
Help Wanted for Spanky's in
Mattoon. Night Grill Cook and
Night Bartender. Apply in person at Gateway 14 W. Lincoln
in Charleston. Male or Female,
Must have own transportation.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
Student Publications is taking
applications for circulation
department. Apply at 127
Buzzard Bldg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/19
Bikini Bartenders wanted No
exp. necessary. Earn great $$$
Must be 18. Apply at Panther's
tonight.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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HELP WANTED: Delivery
Drivers, Apply IN PERSON at
Joey's, in University Village
before 11 :OOam and after
2:00pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._1/13
Five part-time crisis intervention
workers needed to provide
phone and face-to-face assessment. Intervention, referral and
linkage services for follow-up or
hospitalization is required . Job
may require accompanying
peace officer to hospitals .
Hours either rotating week
nights (Mon-Fri) or weekend
rotation. Bachelors degree preferred . Would accept nondegree if significant experience
in mental health or substance
abuse. 20-30 minute response
time to Effingham required.
Send resume and letter of application by February 1, 1994 to
Liz Stalling, Heartland Human
Services, PO Box 104 7 ,
Effingham, IL 62401. (E.O.E.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13

We are a caring family who long
to share our love, home and stable, secure life w/your baby. Your
child will have an adopted brother
who is also very anxious for a sibling. You will be treated w/open,
honest respect. All legal adoption.
Please call Terry & Tina 1-800225-1077.

Looking for 3 female non-smoking
roommates to live in a cool apartment for fall '94 and spring '95
semesters. University apartments.
Call for information at 581-8005.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
NON-SMOKING MALE ROOMMATE WANTED, HAVE OWN
ROOM IN GREAT APARTMENT.
$200/MONTH PLUS UTILITIES.
CALL STEVE AT 348-5135 FOR
INFORMATION.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/19

:i Daily Eastem News
Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: -----~-----------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student

0

Yes

0

No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

ACROSS
t Obsolete
6 Serpent song
10 Up to snuff
t4 Type type
ts Put a stake on
the table
t6Mr.
Kadiddlehopper
17 Campaignposterword
ta Night light
t9 Litter littlest
20 Marquis de
Sade's favorite
side dish?
23 Before, to bards
24 Grandiose
poetry
2&Wound
reminder
28 Lingerie buy

3 ROOMMATES TO SHARE 3BR
APT. SPRING SEMESTER. NO
PETS $175+UTILITIES 1 1/2
BLKS TO EIU. CALL DEBBIE
348-8620.

Sublessor needed for Sp'94.
$165/mo. plus utilities. Call 3488863.
_ _ __ _ __ _ __ 1/14
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP
TO SHARE HOUSE WITH
THREE GIRLS. $130 A MONTH
O.B.O. +UTILITIES . 348-1183.
OWN ROOM.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

31 Undiminished
35 Start of M-G-M's
motto
36 Pop singer
Abdul
38 Seven-time N.L.
homer champ
39 Marquis de
Sade's favorite
entree?
42 Start of the ario
43 Begin, as winds
44 Morn's opposite
45 Wanted-poster
word
47 Snitch
48 Shelley output
49 Lab bottle
51 Former Mideast
monogram
53 Marquis de
Sade's favorite
vegetable?

Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
O Cash

0 Check

0 Crec:tit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents ·per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 Inside Edition
6:30 Cops
7:00 Mad About You
7:30
8:00 Seinfield
8:30
9:00 Homicide: Lite
9:30 on the Street
10:00 News
10:30 Jay Leno

Male Sublessor needed this
semester. Close to campus,
cheap, own room. 348-5935.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 1/18
Sublessor for Spring , Male or
Female, own room , very close to
campus. Call 618-427-3782
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _·_1/24

MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union will have its regular meeting
tonight at 8:30 p.m. third floor of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. New members are welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Pastoral Council meeting
tonight at &:30 p.m. in the Newman Lounge.
HAITI CONNECTION WILL meet tonight at 5 p.m. at the Newman
Center. A light supper will be served. New members are welcome.
MATH ENERGY EXECUTIVE Board meeting will be tonight at 5:30
p.m. in Room 308 of Old Main.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer the Sacrament of Penance
tonight from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the fljewman Chapel.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have an executive meeting tonight at 6
p.m. in the Black Greek Council office. All execs must attend.
PHI GAMMA NU will hold an informal meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in
Room 105 of Lumpkin Hall.
PHI GAMMA NU will have its executive board meeting tonight at 5:30
p.m. in Room 105 of Lumpkin Hall.
PRSSA EXECUTIVE BOARD meeting wil be tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. Universtiy Union.
FULL GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have an Informational Blitz at 4:45
to 6 p.m. Jari. 14 in Carmen Hall.
FULL GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will meet at 7 p.m. in Jan. 14 in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University .
Union.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a Fun Night toQight at 7 p.m. in
the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Newcomers welcome.

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Payment:

1 or 2 SUBLESSOR needed for 3
Bedroom Apt. Spring and/Or
Summer '94. Park Place Apt.
$183/mo. plus utilities. 348-1302.
-,-------------,.--1/13
Sublessor needed for Spring
$210 includes water, cable and
parking. Females only Please.
345-4019 Kristi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

so Ambition
et At the summit of
62 More than
manly
63 Move like the
Blob
84A little
85 Cultural
characteristics
66Aan inthe
laundry
67 Had no doubt
88 Ocean areas

DOWN
t Regard
2 - - breve (2/2
time)
3 Dad's Day gifts
4 Whistler was
one
5 Dissuade
6 Fastening
device
7'85film, " - the Night"
a Washington,
e.g.
9 Ranchero's
wrap
10 Verse with a
message?
tt In a funk
12 Brownie's eye?
13 CPR specialists
21 Interdict
22 Hanoi's region
25Fencing
weapon
26 Brom Bones's
prey

e nation's leader in college marketing
s seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
tu dent for the position of campus rep.
o sales involved. Place advertising on
ulletin boards for companies such as
merican Express and Microsoft.
real part-lime job earnings. Choose
our own hours ; 4-8 hours per week
equired. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
215 W. Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119

JSOO) 487-2434 Ext 4444

7-Night Packages from

$129

Indianapolis and
Chicago Departures
Packages Include:
I Round-Trtp Air

17-Nlghls Hotel
I Allport Transfer
I Party Package

I 1!>--6- Party
I Discounts and

Coupons
I Cal for delalsl

Join over 30,000 college students
who trncl with the 11 Spring
Brak tour operator to Mexico!

For more lnfonnetlon contact
your local campus rep or calh

CllEITIR
1·800-395-4896
Eastem Illinois
Your Local Campus R~p Is:

Jim 581-2256

35
39
42
45

Puzzle by Rlch•rd Silvestri

271n-(agitated)
29 Has misgivings
about
30 Birch kin
32 Readied the
press
33 Christopher of
the screen
34 Crossword
birds
H "Will it play in

40 Made a basket-

ball boo-boo
41 Ask for a loan
48 Upholstery
fabric
488aroque
SO Admit
52 Aligned the
cross hairs

53 Air-conditioned
54Bulldoze
55 Igloo shape
seGushforth
57 Need a backrub
58 Karate motion
59 Ponderosa
name
&Olump

--?"
37 Official records

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Major Dad
College Basketball: Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000
Pet Connection

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Andy Griffith
Beverly Hillbillies

Wake Forest at
duke

Movie:An Enemy of
the People

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Sisters

Simpsons
Sinbad

Strange Powers
Pirates

Little House

Gott:
Hawaiian Open

Movie: Scorned
and Swindled

In Living Color
Herman's Head
Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Movie Magic
Machines
Infinite Voyage

Bonanza

News

Prairie Fire
Upon a Quiet
Mystery!

Night Court
Highlander

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries

Code3
In Living Color

Strange Powers
Pirates

How'd They Do That? Missing Persons
Connie Chung

Matlock

USA-26

Murder, She Wrote
Movie: Dirty Work

Second Chances

Prime Time Live

College Basketball:
California at Arizona

News
M'A'S'H

News
Married ...

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

News
America/Wholey
Red/Green Show
Movie

Matlock

e Daily EWite:rn News

arlton voted into Hall
NEW YORK (AP) - Steve Carlton, the only
'tcher to win fou:r: Cy Young Awards, was
erwhelmingly elected to the Hall of Fame
his first year of eligibility while Orlando
epeda just missed in his final chance
ednesday.
Carlton received 436 of 455 votes for 95.8
ercent, the fifth-highest in history. But
eda, the subject of a big letter-writing
paign by the San Francisco Giants and
embers of Congress, fell seven votes short
d finished with 73.6 percent.
It takes 75 percent to be elected, which
eant 342 votes in balloting by the Baseball
riters Association of America. Among othwho missed this time were 300-game winers Phil Niekro (273 votes) and Don Sutton
259), along with Tony Perez (263). Cepeda
d Perez each hit 379 home runs.
Cepeda is the third player in the last
ecade to just miss election. Nellie Fox fell
o votes shy in 1985 and Jim Bunning was
ven votes short in 1988. In three years,
peda can become a candidate for selection
the Hall by the Veterans Committee in
years; Bunning and Fox are under con-
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sideration, too.
This is the second straight year that only
one player was selected. Last year, Reggie
Jackson was the lone choice.
Carlton was 329-244 with a 3.22 ERA in a
career from 1965-88, most of it with the
Philadelphia Phillies. He is ninth on baseball's win list - second among left-handers to
Warren Spahn's 363 victones - and second in
strikeouts with 4,136. He shares the NL
record of 19 strikeouts in a game.
Carlton will be inducted into the shrine in
Cooperstown, N.Y., on July 31. He is the 25th
person to be selected in his first year of eligibility since the first election in 1936, and is
scheduled to be the 217th member of the
Hall.
"While I've never been one to place a great
emphasis on individual awards, I'm touched
to be elected to the Hall of Fame," Carlton
said in a statement released by the Phillies.
"To be included among the game's greatest
players is truly a great honor."
As well as his hard-breaking slider, Carlton
was known for years for not talking to the
media.

Bulls lose showdown
with Atlanta, 92-81
ATLANTA
(AP)
Do.m inique Wilkins scored
19 points to lead Atlanta to
a 92-81 victory over
Chicago Wednesday as the
Hawks beat the Bulls for
the first time in seven
meetings.
The Hawks won their
sixth in a row and widened
their Central Division-leading lead over the secondplace Bulls to three games.
The Bulls had beaten the
Hawks six straight times,
including three games in
last year's playoffs, and had
handed the Hawks' their
worst loss of the year at
Chicago on Nov. 8, 106-80.
But the Bulls led only
once, on Horace Grant's
opening field goal, and
committed a season-high 27

turnovers en route to
Wednesday's loss.
Steve Kerr scored five
points in a row in the
fourth quarter to cut
Atlanta's lead to 81-72 with
4:56 to play. Then Stacey
Augmon hit his first threepointer of the season from
the top of the key to make
it 84-72.
Wilkins, who also finished with 10 rebounds,
scored eight of his points in
the final 7:23 to keep the
Hawks in front.
Atlanta had led 56-45 at
the half. Chicago trimmed
the lead to 65-58 with 4:45
left in the third, but the
Hawks then held the Bulls
scoreless for 3:20 and built
a 73-60 lead by the end of
the quarter.
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Houses, '94, '95. Near campus,
neat, clean. Four-Five people
needed. 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/14
~:--.,..------:---=-.,,.--:....,.---,,.-'5/6
leasing for Fall. McArthur
anor Apartments two-bedm furnished apartments.
3-917 Fourth St. 345-2231.

t--:-------:----::--:-=::---c'5/6
ing r1ow for 94/95 school
r. 1-bedroom, large apartnts. Good condition, good
!ion. 1O month lease. Call
7387, 5-8pm only.
1/14
~O::":Mc:-S::-:F:-::0:-:R::--:-M-:-:E::":N
c:-·-.-=-Qui et,
·ous students only. 1 block
m campus. $165 or
185/mo. Most utilities includ. Call 345-7266 after 5pm.
~--:---,-------:5/6
Ice, close to campus, furlshed houses for 1994-95
ool year. Two people per
room, 10 1/2 month lease,
75/mo. Call 345-3148
5/6

~R~O~s=-=s~s=T=R=E=E=T-=F:::-RO.M

PUS. NICE HOUSES, 1-6
rooms, 94-95 School year.
&B Enterprises 345-4463 for
·ntments.
~-=----:--::::----:----::--1 /21
Ford Explorer. Cayman
. Call Steve 688-2882.
~------1/14

Dorm Size refrigerators available for rent. Carlyle Rentals
348-7716, 820 Lincoln Street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Very Nice 2 bdrm mobile home.
New stove, nice carpet. Water,
garbage, and cable incld. 6 mo.
lease available now $260 for 1
$300for2.345-4508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
APARTMENTS FOR FALL 2-3
bdrm, modern building, close to
EIU call CAMPUS RENTALS
345-3100 between 3-9pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/21
Quiet one-bedroom furnished
apartment near Square available immediately. Utilities paid.
Call 345-4336 after 6pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/14
1979 Mustang. New paint,
brakes, tires, clutch and more.
$1100.00. Call 581-5944 or
5535. Ask for Cliff.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/18
SPRINGBREAK packages.
PROMOTE on campus or
SIGNUP NOW for rooms. $129
up. Daytona, Panama, Padre,
Cancun, etc. Call CMI 1-800423-5264
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes
12 Meals! Panama City Room
With Kitchen 8 Days $119!
Cancun & Jamaica 8 Days
From $469! Daytona $149! Key
West $249! Cocoa Beach
$159! 1-800-678-6386
-------~2/10
Dorm Refrigerator, large 2.5
cu.ft., like new, $100, 5816940.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
MAN'S 3 SPEED ENGLISH
BICYCLE $50.00 348-8686.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/21
Nintendo Cartridges 21 titles,
$10 each, ALL GUARANTEED
Call Ryan. 581-3471
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
For Sale: 1O gal. Fish
Tank/Stand $65 OBO 345-7338.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
160 Watt Amp., 350 Watt.Amp,
JVC Cass. pullout, Earthquake
crossover. $320 or best. 3488476

Keys Found in Lantz gym after
Saturday's Basketball game.
Can claim by calling and identifying keys at 2515.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15

·1vin and Hobbes

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
AVAILABLE! Full 100% moneyback guarantee. Recorded
message gives details. 3452629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
IF AT FIRST you Don't
Succeed , try try again. THANK
YOU FOR COMING BACK
M.H. LOVE, BAY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
TRI-SIGMAS: MEETING WILL
BE MONDAY AT 8:00!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/14
TICKETS Illinois vs Indiana 130-94 and Illinois vs Michigan
1-23-94 6 tickets to each game
345-4905 or (317)575-0021.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
Welcome
back
from
JAMAICAN TAN We've got
everything to beat the winter
blahs. BRAND NEW 4TH BED
12 tans 33.00 New Bikinis &
thongs Buy 1 for 35.00 get 4
tans free, Lotions, check our
group T-shirt prices 3348-0018
41 o 7th St. Sat Walk-ins 3.00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/18
Bridal and Prom style show,
Sun. Jan 23 2pm, Reed
Fellowship Hall 1st Baptist
Church 201 S. Central Paris, II.
Sponsored by Norma's Bridal
Train. Tickets in Advance $3.00
at door $4.00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/21

The ladies of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would like to welcome
everyone backl!ll!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
Happy Birthday to Tricia
Konkol, Leslie Hagerman, Lori
Johnson, Wendy Myers, Kaye
Pfeifer, Amy Shultz, Tracey
Zessiro, Renee Ryba, Trisha
ldren, Jennifer Gossard, and
Jen Kahles-Love your ASA ·
Sisters!!!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/17
Dear Phi Beta Chi's: Welcome
back. Congratulations on your
activation. Keep up the good
work. Your Friend, Spicoli
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
SIG KAPS: DON'T FORGET
THE MEETING TONIGHT AT
5:00 AT THE HOUSE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/13
Phi Sigs: Don't forget formal
chapter meeting Monday at
7:00.

DELTA ZETA NEW MEMBERS
Welcome back! We will have a
meeting tonight at 8:00.
Questions call Shari-See you
there.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
SIG EPS: Welcome back!!
Hope you all had a great holiday. I missed you guys! Love,
Jennie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/13
SPRING BREAK: PANAMA
CITY-FROM $139-SHOP
AROUND-BEST TRIP AVAILABLE-TRANSPORTATION,
OPTIONAL-BILL 345-6666
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1~1
MAKE MONEY FAST! Use The
Daily Eastern News CLASSIFIEDS to sell your unwanted
items. Deadline is one full day
before date of publication. Go
to the Student Publications
Business Office in Buzzard
Building.

by Bill Watterson

swn?.

wri..s~'t i\l~T f>.. G~T
~~T COK~! Wl-\f>..\ FORM!
DIO '{OV ~TICE 1"£ TOP
SP\~? D\U '{()\) ~01\C.E \.\OW
I Pf\C.® 1\.\E ~'f.I SC IH~T..

.......
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Phone: - - - - - Dates to run - - - - - - - - - -

Message: (one word per line)

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Composltor_ _ __
No. wordsldays._ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Harding bodyguard admits to role in attac
By The Associated Press
A bodyguard for figure skating champion Tonya Harding
has admitted being involved in
the attack that knocked
Harding's main rival, Nancy
Kerrigan, out of the national
championships, NBC News
reported Wednesday.
NBC's "Now" program, citing anonymous sources, said
Shawn Eric Eckardt confessed
to being involved in the Jan. 6
attack at the U.S. Figure
Skating Championships in
Detroit.
A man struck Kerrigan with
a club after a practice session,
severely bruising her right leg
and forcing her to withdraw
from the competition. The
attacker escaped.
Earlier, Eckardt had called
allegations he was involved in
the attack "absurd." NBC also
quoted unidentified sources as
saying the club had been
found in a trash bin behind
the arena where Kerrigan was
attacked.
Deputy Detroit Police Chief
Benny Napoleon said at a
news conference that no
arrests had been made, but
that the investigation was
"progressing satisfactorily."
He would not comment on
whether anyone had confessed.
"People have been inter-

viewed by the FBI. The contents of those interviews will
not be shared at this point," he
said.
Harding won the U.S. championship at the trials. She has
denied any link to the attack,
saying she felt cheated of the
chance to compete with
Kerrigan.

The
International
Committee of the U.S. Figure
Skating Association named
Kerrigan to the U.S. Winter
Olympics team even though
she didn't compete at the
championships. Harding was
the other skater named to the
team, which will compete in
Lillehammer, Norway, from

February 12-27.
Harding was scheduled to
fly to Fairfax, Va., Wednesday
for the N ationsBank U.S.
Olympic Festival on Ice. But
she canceled, said Barry
Geissler, general managers of
the Patriot Center, the site of
the event.
A representative of Bill

Graham Presents, the event'
promoter, said Harding tol
producers she was "having
few media problems."
No one answered the tel
phone at Harding's house,
her coach, Diane Rawlinso
did not reply to a message le
on her answering machine.
call to the U.S. Figure Skat'
office was not returned.
The Oregonian newspap
reported Wednesday that t
FBI was investigating Eck
and Harding's husband, Je
Gillooly.
A Portland minister went
the FBI after hearing a ta
recording in which the tw
men allegedly spoke with
"hit man" from Arizona abo
attacking Kerrigan, said p
vate investigator Gary Crow
Crowe said Harding eviden
knew nothing about any pl
to attack Kerrigan.
Crowe said the minist
Eugene C. Saunders, came
him for advice after
acquaintance played the ta
recording for him.
Crowe said Saunders to
him the tape recording w
clear Kerrigan was the targe
Saunders told him a man
voice on the tape asked, '
don't we just kill her?" T
response was: ''We don't n
to kill her. Let's just hit her ·
the knee."

Coaches must decide role in NCAA protest
By The Associated Press
College basketball coaches
are used to making difficult
decisions on the court.
However, their toughest decision this season may be
whether to play at all.
While most coaches appear
ready to support a boycott to
protest scholarship cuts by
the NCAA, others are taking
a wait-and-see approach, and
at least one has rejected the
idea.
"Our position, unofficially
because I have not talked
with our athletic director, is

"~

Mother's.
BUCK NITE!

~

•
•
•
•

Old Style Longnecks
No Cover

Let
the

c:/11'"'arty's
ALL BEEF GYROS
w/Marty's fries

$2.99
22 oz GD, GD Lite Bud & Bud Light
Bottles $2

all other bottles $1.25
Tonite: Marty's own
Smothered Fries $1

•

Arizona State coach Bill
Frieder supports the extra
scholarship, but said that
doesn't mean the Sun Devils
will participate in a boycott.
"I think disruptive measures should be a last resort,"
he said.
Oklahoma State coach
Eddie Sutton said he needed
to talk to more people ''before
deciding what, if anything, I
might do."
Ohio State coach Randy
Ayers said he's still weighing
his options, but he added: "I
am an African-American. I

have a responsibility to t
African-American comm.uni
If I have to stand up for t
community, I'm going to
it."
Cleveland State's' Mik
Boyd called the failure
restore the 14th scholarship
"big injustice."
"Basically what they did
take away an opportunit
And they did it to sa
money," he said.
Xavier coach Pete Gille
who is white, said he wo
support his players if th
decided to join a boycott.

ABr~EZH0IKAMNSOI1PLTY<I>X\fQ
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~ Are you interested in
~ seeing what Greek
z Life is all about?
H
e
Come to the

I

K
A
M

N

Thursday at

Advertise in the
Classifieds

•

DRAFTS ........... LITE, MILLER
PITCHERS ....... 2 BUCKS
Al I BOTTLES & DRINKS
22 OZ. BUD & BUD LIG
BOTTLES $1.50

PLUS ... 25¢ Italian Sausage

aily
a tern
News
Work For

£,

men. Scholarships have been
cut from 15 to 13 over the
past two years.
Tennessee coach Wade
Houston said he would
support a boycott, but he's not
sure what form it would take.
"I want to play Saturday, I
want to coach Saturday," said
Houston, the first black head
basketball coach in the
Southeastern Conference.
"But at the same time I think
it's wrong for over 270 minority players to be shut out of
the opportunity of getting a
scholarship."

THURSDAY NITE AT

Tonight/

7

not to boycott," said New
Mexico State coach Neil
McCarthy.
"I'm in sympathy with
what the (Black Coaches)
Association is trying to do ·
and I'm not criticizing their
right to do it. It's just not the
~ right course of action for our
program . We have a game
Monday night at UNLV and
we plan to be there." The BCA
is threatening to boycott
games, possibly this weekend,
to protest the NCAA's refusal
to restore a 14th basketball
scholarship for Division I

crisp fries topped w/cheese,
bacon & sour cream
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Tonight:
Grand Ballroom
University Union
7:30 - 9:00
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Swimmers look for revenge
By JOHN COX
Staff writer

Panther swimmers will have a chance for
revenge this weekend as they compete in the
Bradley Invitational.
The six-team invite features five of the six
teams that were in the EIU Invitational in
which the women took third place and the
men took a fifth. Northeast Missouri State
will take the place of EIU Invitational champion Evansville, but coach Ray Padovan
expects this to be a "test-the-waters" kind of
meet.
"We're just trying to see where we're at
coming off of our heavy training which usually is kind of a low point for the remainder the
season," Padovan said.
The Panthers are in the midst of their most
strenuous workouts of the season so competing at a high level will be hard; especially
with the amount of swimmers Eastern still
has that are bothered by injuries or sidelined.
"If we come off looking kind of good here,
we'll be happy with it. If we're kind of sluggish, it will have been expected. Really, all of
the teams reacted the same way last year,"
Padovan said. "No team is going to come in

FILE PHOTO
Jay Taylor brings the ball up the court as a member of
the Panthers. He left Eastern as the school's all-time
leading scorer.

Former Panther
star to showcase
talents in France
By RYAN GIUSTI

Sports editor
.

Jay Taylor's long and
winding road continues to
get longer.
Now the former Eastern
basketball star has moved
his show to France in
hopes of finding the right
path back to the National
Basketball Association.
Taylor, Eastern's career
and single-season scoring
record-holder, left the
Continental Basketball
Association's Rockford
Lightning Dec. 30 to play
for Lyons, France.
"The whole agreement
was all in good faith," said
Dan Bernstein, director of
public relations for the
Lightning. "There were no
hard feelings and we've
retained Jay's contract."
If Taylor were to return
to the CBA, he would
belong to the Lightning.
Bernstein said players
in France sign monthly
contracts and could be
released at anytime.
Taylor led the CBA in
scoring earlier this season
and was averaging 22.2
points per game when he
left.
Last year in 48 games
he averaged 18.0 points
per game.
But Taylor saw his
playing time reduced this
year when two of the
Lightning's top scorers,
Andre Spencer and Brian
Oliver, returned to the
team.
Oliver, a product of
Georgia Tech, is also a
guard and forced Taylor to
a sixth-man role.
"He realized that he
needed some big minutes
if he was going to be seen

by the NBA," Bernstein
said. "I think he also realized he needed the
money."
Spencer, recently released by the Golden
State Warriors, is the
team's top returning scorer at 22.1 points per
game. Oliver averaged
21.5 points per game last
season.
Bernstein said Taylor
was to fill Bo Kimble's
spot on the Lyons' roster.
Kimble, who played his
college ball at Loyola
Maramount and had a
stint in the NBA with the
New York Knicks, was
released from the team
two weeks ago.
Taylor had seen action
with the New Jersey Nets
of the NBA in the 1989-90
season, his first year out
of college, averaging 3.0
points per game in 17
games.
But he was cut at midseas on and has since
bounced around to several
different teams and '
leagues.
He had stints with six
different CBA teams
(Rockford, Oklahoma City,
Rochester, Minn., Fargo,
Grand Rapids and Wichita
Falls) and averaged 24
points per game and shot ·
41 percent from the threepoint
line
for
the
Pensacola HotShots of the
now defunct GBA.
In his senior year at
Eastern, Taylor averaged
23.4 points per game and
scored a record 748 points.
He averaged 16. 7 points
per game in 115 career
· games for the Panthers
and is Eastern's all-time
leading scorer with 1,926
points.

• From Page 12

should inspire any competitive athlete to improve."
Klein will certainly look
toward one of his team leaders, senior forward Shannon
Baugh, to help pick up the
slack.
'
Baugh is averaging 10.5
points per game and 5.2

here rested up for this
meet."
While some are recovering from sore muscles and
injuries, some of Eastern's
swimmers should be starting to peak soon, which is
something the Panthers
could use Friday and
Saturday in Peoria, since
Annell Metzger Eastern recorded only one
first place in the EIU
Invitational to begin the season.
'We have a couple of people ready to break
out, they are better than they've been swimming up to this point and we need them to do
something," Padovan said. 'We actually swam
very well early in the season in our first dual
meets and we've had a few people that are
going slower."
Some of the people Padovan mentioned
that could kick into high gear are Annell
Metzger, Shelley Untersee and the distance
team. Taff Nielsen is coming into his own and
Padovan said that key performances from
Ron Steffy, Shawn O'Neill and Jason Wrone
will determine whether the Panthers will
sink or swim.

rebounds per game.
Others who will have the
chance to improve their
game will be Probst (7 .3 ppg,
4. 7 rpg), senior guard Beth
Salvaggio (7 .1 ppg) and
junior guard Nicky Polka
(6.4 ppg, 5.6 assists per
game).
"We haven't really had
anybody step up offensively

for us other than Shannon,"
Klein said. "We need to have
ideally three to four kids in
double figures for us. We're
waiting for the players to
step it up on offense.
"But I'm remaining positive. We're preparing for
every game as if we were
undefeated. We just have to
be ready."

or not, though, the Panthers can still have an
edge on the floor. Animosity toward the
season - heck, they could win 48 if they departing schools can certainly be a point to
scheduled that many - and still not be rally around.
"It'll bring some bitterness to the season,"
offered anything that even resembled a bid to
said Panther coach Rick Samuels of facing
the NCAA tourney next March.
As an example, in 1992 Eastern edged out the schools. "There will be some antagonism."
Wisconsin-Green Bay for the Mid-Con title,
But are there enough sour feelings to
and the Phoenix, who finished 25-5 on the inspire the Panthers to play above their
heads this winter?
season, watched the NCAA tourney on TV.
And last year, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, own'We can't let it affect us in the short term,"
ers of the seventh-best record in the country said Samuels. "We have this season."
That is what the Panthers need to realize.
at 23-4, were looked upon as carpet lint when
Reaching the NCAA tournament is the stanit came time to offer tourney bids.
So where does this leave the Panthers? dard by which basketball programs are
Well, with this year. Eastern is currently 4-5 judged. It would be a shame for Eastern to
lose a wonderful opportunity to get back
right now.
They very easily could be 7-2 with a little there.
Granted, the rug has already been pulled
luck and a little stick-um on their hands during the Youngstown and Cleveland State out from under them for next year. But that
doesn't mean that the Panthers can't surprise
games.
The coaching staff has been able to take it the experts and win their soon-to-be-changed
slow with this bunch, but the development conference outright this year. Stranger things
process that began for them a year-and-a-half have happened- remember the 1991-92
Panthers?
ago must now accelerate.
The automatic bid will take effect in the
The question is, are the Panthers talented
enough to win this year? Based on their first 1995-96 season. The time is now for Class of
two conference games, the answer is no. The '95 - Louis Jordan, Derrick Landrus, Andre
lack of a true point guard, a consistent post- Rodriguez. The Panthers will be good in
up game and comfort in their new offense are 1995-96, but not as good as they can be next
just a few of the problem areas that need to year.
Whether they know it or not, this season is
be repaired.
Regardless of whether they're good enough the best chance they've got.
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Continent Conference:
• The University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay has
had an impressive start to
the young season.
After dropping its opener
to Purdue 74-69, the Phoenix
have won 10 of their last 12,
including seven in a row, to
come up with a 10-3 overall
mark and a 2-0 start in the
Mid-Con.
Green Bay has been especially tough at home, picking
up a spotless 6-0 mark at
Brown Country Memorial
Arena.

• Michael Simmons scored
24 points and Sherell Ford
popped in 20 as IllinoisChicago spoiled WisconsinMilwaukee's first-ever MidCon opener Monday, defeating the "Dairy" Panthers 8772.
Milwaukee made its longawaited debut after fighting
several years to become a
Mid-Con member, but it
won't be in the league very
long. Milwaukee is one of the
six Mid-Con members that
will move on to the Midwestern Collegiate Conference next season.
Michael Hughes scored 20

in a losing effort, and
Milwaukee (2-6, 0-1) has now
lost three in row.
Widely predicted to win
the Mid-Con, the Flames
have overcome a slow start to
accumulate a 6-4 overall
record and 2-0 conference
mark.
• Even though it won't be
there very much longer,
Cleveland State has dominated their Mid-Con opponents
for the last year-and-a-half,
accumulating a 25-3 conference mark in its last 27 regular-season Mid-Con games
and a 13-2 record in its last
15 Mid-Con road games.
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Eastern looks
to end streak
Lady Panthers embark
on three-game road trip
ByANTHONYNASELLA
Staff writer

EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo editor

Junior guard Nicky Polka looks to pass the ball during a game earlier this season. Eastern
will look to win its first conference game of the year Thursday night at Youngstown Sta1e.

No matter how you look at
it, the road the Eastern
women's basketball team has
traveled lately has been a
tough one, as the Lady Panthers are mired in the middle
of a nine-game losing streak.
And that road won't get
any ·easier for the Lady
Panthers (1-10, 0-4) when
they begin a three-game voyage against three MidContinent Conference opponents. The trip begins with
Youngstown State (3-8, 0-3)
tonight at 6 p.m . in Youngstown, Ohio.
What's even tougher for
Eastern and head coach John
Klein is they may be without
the services of sophomore
center Missy Beck, who suffered a knee injury in the
Lady Panthers' 71-49 loss to
Wisconsin-Green Bay on
Saturday.
Beck , who is out for an
indefinite period of time, was
the team leader in blocks and
rebounds. And her absence
could make things double
tough for Eastern, which
would be without a true inside threat.
"It's really tough because
Missy is the only true center
that we have," Klein said.
"We don't have a strong
inside player other than her.
Sarah (Probst) has done a
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Conf. All
Northern Illinois
Wisc.-Green Bay
Western Illinois
Wisc.-Milwaukee
Valparaiso
Cleveland State
Illinois-Chicago
Wright State
Youngstown State

4-0
4-0
3-1
3-1
1-1
2-2
1-2
1-3
0-3

EASTERN

0-4

5-3
5-6
6-6
5-5
4-5
4-6
3-7
5-6
3-8
1-10

good job at center, but sh
needs another player inside.
"But injuries are a part
every season," Klein admi
ted. "We just have to find t
best combination of playe
and hope they will gel. Yo
always hope in the case of
injury that players will s
up."
· While keeping things i
perspective, Klein is trying
remain optimistic about t
situation, hoping the rema'
der of the team will be able
step and perform well in t
event of Beck's absence - p
ticularly because of th
team's slow start.
"I think being 1-10 is
motivation in itself," Kie'
said. "That alone should be
motivational factor. Losi
• Continued on page 11

This has to be the Men's team sufferin
.
from
lack
of
scoring
Panther
year of the
By RANDY LISS

· To say that the Mid-Continent
Conference has been in the news
recently would be an understatement.
In mid-December, the bottom
had fallen out of the Mid-Con, with
six schools shaking the dust of their
home conference from their boots
and bolting to bigger and brighter
things fo the new and improved
Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
In recent days though, the MidCon has done the necessary things
to rebuild itself- namely consolidating with the East Coast Conference
to keep the four remaining MidCon schools realistically competitive in athletics. Let's face it, if
you're not Notre Dame and you
don't have a conference, you don't
have an athletic program.
Which brings us to this year's
Eastern men's basketball team.
The new Mid-Con/East Coast merger will allow for an automatic
NCAA tournament bid to the champion of the conference's postseason
tournament, and simply for that,
Eastern should feel lucky.
But here's the catch- the auto-

matic bid will not
become effective
until the 1995-96
season. So the
Panthers won't
have much of anything to play for
next year, a season
widely assumed to
be one of the best
Eastern has seen
in a very long
Randy
time.
Liss
With Derrick
Landrus, Louis
Jordan and Andre Rodriguez all
back for their senior seasons, and
with Johnny Hernandez, Kurt
Comer, Mike Slaughter and Walter
Graham around for their third year
each and with a year's experience
for freshman Johnny Moore, the
1994-95 Panthers will be a deep,
talented, veteran bunch.
The thing is, they'll be a team
without a goal. Winning every
game is nice, but not if it doesn't
pay off for you in the end. The
Panthers could win 28 games next
• Continued on Page 11

Staff writer
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Conf.
UW-Green Bay
Illinois-Chicago
Cleveland State
Valparaiso
Wright State
Youngstown State
UW-Milwaukee

2-0
2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-1

All
10-3
6-4

EASTERN

0-2

Northern Illinois
Western Illinois

0-2

5-5
6-3
4-9
2-6
2-6
4-5
3-6

0-2

2-7

game through its first five gam
during which the Panthers went 4Since then, they've averaged
points a game, and are 0-4.
"In the first few games we shot
lot of shots that went in for us t
were pretty bad shots," said Panth
guard Johnny Hernandez. "Now we'
missing those shots, and that's wha
hurting us."
In other news throughout the Mi
• Continued on Page 11

